People Task Force Notes – 5.18.22

- Holly – good overall process
- Christina – laying foundation of relationship and trust building – we all fit in here one way or another – if willing to invest in relationship and trust building, everything else above is easy – need to look at own organizations internally and how much are we willing to commit to achieve this – collectively we need to invest in relationship building
- Greg – awareness of always having an agenda when meeting with residents and asking folks for something with flyers/agendas – good to create opportunities for fun and fellowship with residents
- Courtney – excited to see gathering space plan
- Piya – SEI really ties in here – 6 year future outlook should be based on what the baseline is today – SEI can collaborate here and help identify metrics around each of these transition points – do have a comprehensive status update as to where Akron/Summit county is as a whole, but need to drill down to SLA students